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 Motors and Machines, Robots and Rockets:
 Harry Piel and Sci-Fi Film in the Third
 Reich

 Florentine Strzelczyk
 University of Calgary

 Abstract: The prolific German film actor, director, and producer Harry Piel can be considered
 the first German pop-culture icon of action entertainment during the 1920s and 1930s. The
 sci-fi and action features of the "dynamite director" and "man with nerves of steel"
 showcased the smooth surfaces and powerful forces of technology and charged
 technological advance with hopes for and fears of political change, dreams of national
 grandeur, and expectations of individual opportunity. Piel's 1933/34 films provide a superb
 example of how visions of technology folded into National Socialist utopias and illusions,
 while offering seemingly non-ideological spaces of leisure and mass entertainment.

 "Fascist revolt," wrote Gisela von Wysocki in an essay on Leni Riefenstahl,
 "promised vagabondage in infinite and eternal spaces, in new eras. Life itself seemed
 new. One is at home and at the same time on another planet."' In spite of, and parallel

 to, the discourse of the archaic and vOlkisch, National Socialism wanted to be
 perceived as a future-oriented movement that would be able to realize German hopes
 to unite a conglomerate of politically contradictory ideas and social myths to shape
 a German future. Nowhere does this futuristic-utopian orientation find a more
 glamorous and convincing expression than in the area of technology. When
 Goebbels spoke about the "steel-like romanticism" of his time, he expressed a central
 element of National Socialism that Thomas Mann once characterized as "a mix of

 robust contemporaneity, performance-oriented progress, and dreams of the past-
 a highly technicized romanticism."2 These notions were articulated in a variety of
 cultural settings that all had in common an aestheticization that was part of a political
 rationale to reconcile modem science and technology with premodern traditions and
 myths.3 The conflicted relationship between archaism and modernity has prompted
 investigations into National Socialism from the perspective of its "reactionary
 modemism,"4 its "double-sided reality,"5 or the "split consciousness" of Germans
 at the time.6 Modem technology emerges as one of the features that played an
 ambiguous role in the context of a Janus-faced modernity, to which National
 Socialism provided an extreme answer.7 In the popular imagination of the time, the
 breathtaking aura of machines and technological products in their speed and
 dynamics certainly posed new dangers, but also promised solutions to the economic,
 political, and social instabilities and chaos of modem life.8 The 1930s sci-fi films of
 Harry Piel highlight the most novel and fantastic features of technology and, at the
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 same time, are riddled with ambiguities and contradictions; they provide a superb
 case study to trace visions of technology as ways to engineer society, to meet
 opportunity, and to fuel national dreams.

 The steel-like romanticism of the National Socialist era meant "a way of
 discovering romanticism in the results of modem inventions and technology."9 The
 Third Reich surrounded itself with the aesthetic aura of machines in the public
 sphere, combined the glorification of speed, dynamics, and discipline with a
 propaganda of "aesthetics of labor" in the factories, and trumpeted rationalization
 of production according to American models, which in fact resulted in reduction of
 wages, disciplining of workers, and a modicum social integration in the name of an
 elusive Volksgemeinschaft.10 Alienation in the work process was compensated
 through a proclaimed romantic-heroism of the aestheticized steel-like worker, who
 excelled in speed, skill, discipline, and will power for the nation.II The loss of control
 over work conditions was counterbalanced by a wide range of standardized leisure
 and consumer-culture products that blended technological objects with
 reinvigoration in nature.12

 National Socialism heralded its modem aesthetics through a number of prestigious

 technical projects that disseminated and popularized the cult of technology: the
 building of the Autobahn, the motorization of the masses, and the mass production
 of radios and cameras. The myth of flying as an incarnation of a new technical
 aristocracy, which had been cultivated during the twenties, took new forms under
 National Socialism. Aviation symbolism became crucial to National Socialism's self-
 dramatization as a young, future-oriented nation, an emerging generation of world
 leaders outfitted with technologically audacious machines.13 This technocratic,
 aesthetic spirit was also visible in other areas: the product design of the time features

 industrial products made of both appealing and utilitarian materials, such as chrome,
 steel, glass, and plastic. Gert Selle'sDesign-Geschichte in Deutschlandconvincingly
 shows how such products, which seemed essential to modern households, work
 environments, and leisure time, became objects of identification.14 Propaganda
 mirages of never realized mass products included not only refrigerators, electric
 ovens, and hairdryers, but also streamlined car-body designs, aerodynamic
 locomotives, and airplanes, which all became part of the celebration of technology
 so crucial to the strategies of consumer satisfaction conjured up by the National
 Socialists.15

 Film, in many ways, exemplifies this forward-looking futuristic face of modem
 Nazi Germany. As propaganda minister, Goebbels put great effort into rebuilding the
 German film industry and modernizing its aesthetic and economic potential. He
 attempted to create a national cinema in which precision, professionalism, and
 popular appeal were the guiding creative categories.16 He was personally fascinated
 with the medium of film: it not only functioned as a vehicle of glamorous self-
 presentation, but it also lent itself to reshaping the public imagination in ways that
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 Florentine Strzelczyk 545

 presented fascist ideals as appealing and convincing "visions of the world.""7 In
 fact, of all the new media, film immediately assumed a primary role in the Third Reich.

 Goebbels admired the power of American cinema to "enchant and enrapture the
 audience, creating viewer identification with larger-than-life fantasies, and gripping
 spectators while granting them the illusion of comfort, freedom, entertainment, and
 escape."'8 In his speeches on film production in the Third Reich, however, Goebbels
 also demanded a German "Volkskunst" that cannot take place in "imaginary places,"
 but must depict "the here and now of National Socialist reality" and "breathe the
 atmosphere of National Socialism."'9 Yet the contradiction between the desire for
 fantasy and escape and the demand for a National Socialist "here and now" is only
 apparent. Actually National Socialism offered its own fantasy of escape to Germans,
 while holding them ideologically captive. Thus the Third Reich's film policy proved
 to be rather hostile towards features of the futuristic and fantastic genre.20 Not only

 were imports, especially from the United States, often banned, but domestic projects
 with science fiction plots were discouraged.21 The very few futuristic films made
 during the Third Reich present journeys through time and space, but never really
 leave the world of Nazi politics and values and remain securely anchored in the "here
 and now" of National Socialism. Among these, three are by Harry Piel; they feature
 fantastic apparatuses and outrageous inventions that on the one hand threaten to
 subordinate the individual and on the other hand promote energized leaders
 promising to repair the social, political, and economic crises of modernity.

 The actor, director, and producer Harry Piel can be considered the first German pop
 culture icon, dating back to the 1910s and 1920s. Like no other movie star or director
 before him, Piel knew how to market himself as an idol. Nursery rhymes and pop
 songs of the times referred to him as a household name and busts of Piel and other
 fan accessories were available in souvenir shops.22 His sensational advertising
 campaigns and carefully constructed glimpses into his private life added to the
 popularity of his films. He also sold the narrative versions of his releases as pulp
 novels and serialized his adventurous life as a filmmaker in a newspaper.23 He was
 extremely successful as a director-he was the first German director able to put his
 name above the title of the film. In 1919, he experienced even greater success when
 he started acting in his own productions. As the extremely athletic, mobile, and
 audacious "man with nerves of steel," he became the main icon for the famous Piel

 movies, which effortlessly crossed from the silent film era to the talkies.
 Piel's films changed little from 1911, when he entered the business as a self-

 taught director, to 1954, when the last of his features premiered. They were all
 Sensationsfilme-an early version of the action genre, often paired with comedic
 or romantic elements. Piel's productions were packed with breath-taking car chases,
 dangerous maneuvers in the air, daring climbs and falls, all enhanced by his careful
 nurturing of the rumor that he was performing all the daring action scenes himself.
 Also known as the "dynamite director," Harry Piel preferred sensational themes,
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 saturated with the exploitation of modem technologies as special effects. His action
 and science fiction features used cars and airplanes, zeppelins and submarines,
 machines and motors, robots and rockets. His fascination with technological
 advances translated into many futuristic releases, such as Das Geheimnis von D14

 (1915), Die grojfe Wette (1915), Die Luftpiraten (1920), Das Gefiingnis auf dem
 Meeresgrund (1920), Rivalen (1922/23), and Der letzte Kampf(1922/23), most of
 which have been lost. The three futuristic films discussed in this paper-Ein
 Unsichtbarer geht durch die Stadt (1933),Der Herr der Welt (1934),Die Welt ohne
 Maske (1934)-were all produced during the first two years of the Third Reich,
 before Piel turned to other genres.

 The audience for this low-brow action entertainment came from both the lower-

 middle and the working class. In her 1929 dissertation on cinema audiences in the
 1920s, Irmalotte Guttmann shows that lower middle-class audiences often preferred
 Piel's films over American imports,24 while working-class audiences mostly enjoyed
 the action element of Piel's features.25 Among the popular American stars such as
 Buster Keaton, Rudolf Valentino, and Douglas Fairbanks, Guttmann lists Harry Piel
 as one of the few actors and the only director of German descent.26 It is difficult to

 draw conclusions about Piel's appeal to audiences of both genders. While the
 technological spectacles of men and machines, robots and rockets had a great
 appeal to men at the time,27 the German film industry only slowly recognized the
 attraction of movies for women.28 The review articles commemorating Piel's hundredth

 birthday mainly applaud his action hero qualities, comparing him to Indiana Jones
 or Arnold Schwarzenegger in his popular appeal, yet Piel's contem-porary, the film
 critic Siegfried Kracauer, labeled him the "German Douglas Fairbanks," who in
 "tuxedo and top hat embodied the dream of young girls."29 Harry Piel, in other words,

 was the first German movie superstar of the twentieth century; an idol and an icon
 for women, and an admired role model for male audiences. While National Socialist

 cultural policy strove to level class differences through cultural consump-tion,30
 entertainment features such as Piel's at the same time "contributed to the cinema's

 cult of diversion by addressing audiences as modern consumers with individual
 tastes and preferences."3' As such, his films continued to resonate with working-
 class and petit-bourgeois audiences throughout the thirties.32

 Unlike the densely layered symbolism of Fritz Lang's famous sci-fi filmMetropolis
 (1929), which has received careful scholarly attention, the triviality and sensationalism

 of Piel's work has earned him a reputation for apolitical entertainment. Yet his
 productions stand as much in opposition to the esoteric, expressionist art films of
 the 1920s as to the ideology-driven features of the early Nazi period. Although
 during the Nazi era, Piel became a member of the NSDAP and shortly after, a
 supporting member of the SS, one does not encounter party emblems or political
 slogans in his movies. His enormous popular appeal was intensified by the fact that
 many features portrayed the everyday situation of the lower middle classes during
 the economically difficult times of the 1920s and early 1930s. Despite these settings,
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 the films had no overt agenda for social criticism or emancipation. The sometimes
 poorly developed narratives in Piel's films, favoring action and special effects,
 comprise standardized tales that avoid social conflict and replace it with personal
 fantasies of success. Piel's cinema offers what action and sci-fi-film lovers have

 always expected: action-packed scenes, spectacular chases, one-on-one combat,
 and heroes fighting against evil.

 Contrary to their apparent triviality, Piel's movies conjure up frightening
 parallels to contemporary reality of the 1920s. Ein Unsichtbarer geht durch die
 Stadt, for instance, provides an escapist fantasy at a time when many might have
 wished to be invisible in the face of terror and surveillance. Die Welt ohne Maske

 features a TV-like device that is able to gaze through walls and buildings in order
 to record and broadcast human activity on screen, thereby subjecting citizens to a
 panoptic system of surveillance. The last film, Der Herr der Welt, features a

 megalomaniac setting out to conquer the world with a new race of "Uberrobots."
 In his review article of Harry Piel, Matias Bleckmann suggests that these topics
 might have been intended as a political provocation to the newly established
 regime.33 While this perspective suggests the films were dissident productions
 rather than Nazi features, they were primarily sites of conflicting discourses about
 technology. While the need for technology and the urgency for technological
 solutions arise in all three films from political, social, or economic pressures,
 technology is also fraught with danger and misuse. At the same time, it offers means
 of fantastic escape, rational solutions to politicized problems, radical views on social
 engineering, and dreams of national unity.

 Piel's three sci-fi features from 1933/34 are situated at the crossroads between

 the Weimar Republic and the Nazi era. The films apply visually the aesthetic inven-
 tory of the 1920s, while the narrative economy and the solutions presented strive
 towards a visual standardization of solutions to be found in National Socialist

 imagery and fold into the larger context of the futuristic promise of the Nazi cause.
 The fabulous prospects for the future that Piel's movies highlight form part of the
 machine symbolism, the sleek surfaces and the exhilarating speed of powerful
 technology, which the Weimar Republic had begun to mobilize in the name of a new,
 modem, and powerful nation, and which the Nazis continued to use to display
 national power as part of their attempt to make politics an aesthetic experience, as
 Walter Benjamin so famously suggested.34 At the same time, however, Piel's sci-fi
 films exhibit also a deep anxiety about modernity, the experience of impermanence,
 the premonition of disaster, and the demand for an "authoritative management of
 contingency."35 In this way, the technological spectacle in Piel's movies also
 visualizes the human alienation through technology, a conflict between technology,
 labour, and capital that National Socialism was concerned with as much as Weimar
 society had been.36 Piel's films, then, bring into focus three topical and visual
 patterns concerning technology: aesthetics, technology and social practice,
 engineers and leaders.
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 Aesthetics

 The visual effects in Piel's productions "symbolize the rational coolness (and
 fearsome 'coldness') associated with high technology and scientific objectivity,"
 which Vivian Sobchack identified as central to early (North American) sci-fi films.37

 Even today, Harry Piel's cinema of the late twenties and early thirties communicates
 the enthusiasm for the relatively new technology of film and filmmaking. The breath-

 taking feats performed in front of the camera are not solely there to build up the
 unheard-of talents of the action hero, Harry Piel, but also to exhibit the technical
 possibilities of the camera-effects that were intensified by fast cars, trains,
 airplanes, zeppelins, motorbikes-technological progress translated into objects of
 consumption. In one of the most memorable car chases in Ein Unsichtbarer geht
 durch die Stadt, the camera is mounted behind the headlights, catching the chase
 as a reflection in the chrome cap of the light. The convex shape of the headlight
 distorts the proportions of the reflected surroundings, so that the borders seem to
 fall off faster. The houses and trees lining the streets almost collapse behind and
 above the viewer-giving the audience the sensation of racing through Berlin at an
 incredible speed. To contemporary reviewers Piel's spectacular action features are
 "cinema in its purest form" and in "its most authentic sense" because there seems
 to be "no background, no deeper level. Everything is as it is shown: pure surface,
 fairground, hustle and bustle, entertainment."38

 To be sure, science fiction films began as spectacle-oriented, non-narrative films
 in the tradition of the cinema of attraction.39 They were considered magical tricks
 more than stories, and early audiences went to see thrilling possibilities of the
 cinema as a novelty rather than to view coherent features.40 Even in contemporary
 science fiction film, narrative functions often to motivate the production of special
 effects,41 and this is all the more true for Piel's early sci-fi movies. Relying on their

 visual impact and offering visions of the future sufficiently alien to be exhilarating
 in their novelty, Piel's productions epitomize this early spectacle-oriented infatuation
 with cinema's technical possibilities. While this emphasis on technology's
 performances, both as an act and as a part of the illusion-producing cinematic
 machine, identifies Piel's pictures as early sci-fi films, it also places them firmly in
 the economic and political contexts and conflicts of the late 1920s and early 1930s.

 Politicians and intellectuals of the time discussed attitudes towards technology
 in debates surrounding the term "Americanism," which referred to the massive influx

 of American capital, together with its production techniques of Taylorism and
 Fordism. For some, this entailed "the admiration and idealization of motors,
 elevators, and businessmen," others dismissed it polemically as a kind of "engineer
 romanticism, which does not understand the workings of a carburetor and therefore

 hears the breath of our time in the pounding of six cylinders."42 The lower middle
 class, made up of"white-collar" office workers, artisans, and small shopkeepers,
 feared their social decline as a class because of the rationalization techniques of
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 assembly-line production and the mechanization of office work that threatened to
 put them out of business.43 The spectacle-oriented cinema of Harry Piel has been
 characterized as an "emancipation of mechanized movements from the capitalist
 organization of work"; his films "rescue reality from its dreary function as work and
 routine, and aestheticize it for purpose-free entertainment."44 Such observations
 gain meaning within the political and economic contexts of the late 1920s and early
 1930s. While the technological developments in their work life all too often reduced
 workers to feeling like "slaves of the machine,"45 Piel's cinema, by contrast, allowed
 audiences to orient themselves within "the laws of economy" that they experienced
 "as an arbitrary and blind process" and to "transcend economy and unfold a
 dimension of agency."46
 Ein Unsichtbarer geht durch die Stadt revels in the pleasure of having

 technology at one's disposal and command. The film opens with impressions of the
 depression-ridden Berlin of the 1920s, offering a bleak look at the brutal competition
 among taxi drivers for business and the misery of individual shop owners at a time
 when luxury items are hard to afford. Yet the main character, Harry, finds a
 mysterious technological device-a kind of body armor-which makes him invisible,
 and which he uses to become wealthy. The trick shots focus on the visual effects
 of invisibility such as objects flying through the air or disappearing and suddenly
 reappearing in an unexpected place. The camera seems as obsessed with this special
 effect as the protagonist Harry. When his friend steals the device and misuses it for

 criminal purposes, Harry helps track down the thief in a number of spectacular
 chases by car, motorbike, airplane, and on foot, finally to deliver the valuable device
 into the hands of the police. By foregrounding the spectacle of technology
 enhanced by special effects, Piel's movie showed petit-bourgeois audiences not
 only mastery over, but also the visual-aesthetic pleasures of technological
 developments, especially when pursuing social justice in the service of the law.
 The opening sequence ofDie Welt ohne Maske exemplifies this double function

 of technology by showing the efficient speed of machines printing and sorting
 newspapers followed by images of the powerful gears responsible for output. The
 newspapers contain the announcement inviting scientists to compete for the
 invention of the first "radio-television-receiver"; technological inventions appear
 as signs of rapidly and dynamically changing times. The next sequence moves to
 a series of quickly superimposed images of scientists feverishly working on their
 inventions amidst containers, bulbs, drawing boards, gauges, and drills, giving the
 impression of heroic competitiveness to "offer the invention to the world," as the
 voice-over radio announcer emphatically suggests. Similarly, the opening credits
 ofDer Herr der Welt feature an abstract design of machines and cogwheels together
 with a dynamic marching tune evoking optimism for future technology, reminiscent
 of both the initial sequence of Metropolis and images of "Neue Sachlichkeit." The
 first shot displays a radio transmission tower sending visible waves into orbit as a
 radio voice-over proclaims, "Attention, attention, we live in the age of the machine,"
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 followed by trumpets and fanfares. Subsequent shots move to the rhythmic
 workings of wheels and cogwheels, providing close-ups and fade-outs of modem
 machinery such as tractors, backhoes, compressors, iron and steel smelters. "Earth
 is shaken by the roaring breath of technology," comments the voice-over as the
 camera shows a train racing towards the screen. The train suddenly fades into
 images of zeppelins and airplanes, then into the machinery of the propellers, and
 finally the camera gazes at the world from above. It is only after this five-minute silent

 sequence of images from the "age of the machine," devoid of humans or human
 activity, that the actual narrative begins with a discussion about future technology.
 This prophetic discussion about the benefits of future scientific progress takes
 place in a zeppelin above the clouds, a scene surprisingly similar to Hitler's
 messianic descent from the clouds at the beginning of Leni Riefenstahl's Triumph
 des Willens (1935). "Technological development," says Dr. Heller to his younger
 colleague Baumann, "cannot be stopped ... technology is a fact." Baumann points
 out the possible misuse of the robots that Heller wants to build, but Heller dismisses
 Baumann's concerns as a matter of "solving the problem properly." Facing the
 camera with his head lit from behind, Heller radiates an angelic aura underscoring
 the prophetic message: "Everyone should be able to participate in the blessings of
 technology." During their conversation, the two men are seated in front of the
 zeppelin's porthole through which the viewer discerns natural landscape, the vital,
 man-made terrains of edged fields and the sharp lines and landmarks of
 industrialization. Taking his cue from the Nazi slogan that Germany has to become
 a nation of fliers, Piel features air-minded Germans and capable engineers discussing
 the future of the nation, revealing a new way of looking from above-by which
 Germany, as a geopolitical landscape, reveals itself in new rational and abstract
 grandeur. While Der Herr der Welt andDie Welt ohne Maske are visually indebted
 to the technology cult of the Neue Sachlichkeit with its unbridled confidence in the
 functionalization of space and the regulating line to oppose economic and social
 chaos,47 the narratives of the films present technology as the modem and powerful
 tool of a capable leadership reconciling industrial prowess with pastoral beauty.

 The opening sequences of Der Herr der Welt andDie Welt ohne Maske promote
 a revolutionary spirit; the aesthetic fascination with the power, might, and speed of

 modern machines is part of an active reshaping of the face of the earth. This
 reshaping, however, does not contradict nature. Der Herr der Welt, especially, not
 only establishes harmony between nature and the advance of technology, but
 technology even enhances the enjoyment of nature, a notion that is woven through
 the whole film. In the initial part of the film, engineer Baumann, employed by an
 industry that forces its laborers to work under unhealthy and dangerous conditions,
 almost loses his life in a mining accident-an accident that could have been
 prevented by making use of new technology. As part of a rehabilitation program after

 inhaling gas, Baumann enjoys his newly regained physical fitness in a beautiful
 nature reserve at the seaside. In order to avoid injuries or the loss of life in future
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 accidents, he commits himself to utilizing work robots for mining, freeing the human

 workers to enhance their physical potential through work and leisure immersed in
 nature. The final sequence shows Baumann again embracing the natural elements
 of wind, sun, and water as he takes off into the sunset on his graceful yacht. With
 its sleek, modem, racy design it embodies the double function of technology central
 to the film-a masterpiece of technological innovation as well as a technological
 object of consumption. While the robotic bodies of steel reshape the earth in the
 mines, they supplement and enhance the athletic human body immersed within and
 mastering the natural elements.
 The broader ramifications of this reconciliation between technology and nature

 are discussed in Jeffrey Herf's well-known book, Reactionary Modernism, which
 studies Germans before and after the Nazi seizure of power. Parallel to the anti-

 modem, archaic, v61lkisch, and mythic elements of Nazism, Herf traces the influence
 of a stream he calls "reactionary modernists." These thinkers, politicians, and
 economists saw the solutions to Germany's post-World War I economic and
 political problems in increasing the role of technology and industry. Among the
 National Socialists, it was Goebbels who spoke most extensively on technology in
 a conscious attempt to make it accessible to the masses in a way that spread the
 "rhythm and hot impulses of our time."48 Using Goebbels' notion of a steel-like
 romanticism, engineer Fritz Todt, party functionary, influential ideologue of the
 early Nazi years and head of the Central Office for Technology, attempted to
 reconcile archaic-mythic notions of a "Volksgemeinschaft" with the machine age.
 He dedicated himself to promoting ways in which technological advances could
 form an organic part of v61kisch ideology.49 During the first years of the dictatorship,

 Todt pointed with pride to the construction of the Autobahn as evidence that the
 Nazis had rescued technology from an era that treated it as an object without soul
 or spirit. Technology did not consist of dead matter, but of "soulful cultural works"

 that grew organically from the "Volk."s5 Todt even claimed that there was a
 specifically German conception of the technological that synthesized aesthetics,
 technology, and nature: The aesthetics of the German highways were able to give
 proper form to the German landscape. During these early years of the Third Reich,
 it was not only professional engineering journals that were filled with images of
 Autobahnen harmoniously weaving through the spectacular settings of valleys
 and mountains; the Kraft durch Freude posters of the 1930s also often featured
 young German men and women on vacation conquering stunning landscapes with
 modem means of transportation."' "Technical advance under the Nazis," concludes
 Herf, "was a cultural revolution that gave new meaning to cold steel."52 Not only
 did technology become an art form but it also had to "rest on the grammar of nature,"
 as Todt expressed it.53
 Piel's futuristic films employ a vision of technology that is part of the modem

 machine aesthetic of the 1920s and 1930s. They present special effects and
 sensational technology-fast cars, motorbikes, or zeppelins-at the disposal and
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 for the enjoyment of the average petit-bourgeois German whom Piel embodied
 repeatedly in his features. His movies also contribute to a discourse that presented
 technology as cultural politics in a twofold way: technology aided in levelling the
 differences between province and metropolis,54 while the ubiquitous use of machine

 symbolisms created an almost intoxicating experience of speed as part of the
 collective." As Todt put it in his Autobahn metaphors, technology provided "a
 route to advance," "to pick up the necessary speed," and to "educate people and
 to edify the whole national socialist Reich."56 No place seemed more suited for such
 edification than the cinema, the space that "turned audiences into a model for and
 extension of the national community"57 In the cinema, Piel's petit-bourgeois fans
 could experience individual mastery over machines and motors, as they also became
 enlisted in a larger collective project of rapid national reconstruction through
 technology.

 Technology and Social Practice
 The debates about the economic benefits and social risks of technology became
 especially visible in the realm of the economic sphere and market relations. During
 the interwar years, an economic shift took place from a plurality of competing
 economic units towards large industrial complexes and monopolies, a phenomenon
 called corporatism by Charles Maier, which explains the high percentage of cartels
 dominating industry and dictating prices during this time.58 This complex process
 resulted in a transfer of power "away from elected representatives or a career
 bureaucracy to the major organized forces of European society and economy," and
 has been associated with the weakening of parliamentary democracy, the erosion
 of the distinction between the public and private sectors, and the development of
 centralized bargaining procedures.59 In this context models that redefined the
 relationship between labor and capital and between technology and social practice
 fueled the popular imagination during the 1920s and 1930s.

 One mode of cultural expression that addressed these complex economic and
 political changes was the then immensely popular industrial novel of the early
 twentieth century,60 in which two forms of capitalist activity serve as an explanatory
 model for Germany's economic situation. The plots juxtapose future-oriented
 German industrialists, who serve the larger goals of the nation and contribute to the

 "common good," with the profiteering interests of the international companies and
 cartels. The novels feature German entrepreneurs who have-often for generations-
 owned a company as a family business and who relate to their workers in a
 benevolent and caring way, yet with an authoritative attitude that is shown to
 replace the need for revolutionary social reform.6' This benevolent form of capitalism

 sharply clashes with shareholders and owners of large international companies,
 syndicates, trusts, and cartels that are presented as having no interest in the
 company itself, but only in the profits and dividends that their investments generate,
 which then breeds the desire for communism among the workers.62
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 The industrial novels of the twenties and thirties not only contain a skewed anti-

 capitalist message in their binary narrative structures, but also an antidemocratic
 one. Their critique is not directed against capitalism itself, but against one brand of
 capitalism only, and their narrative conclusions gravitate away from a pluralist
 public sphere towards an autocratic leadership model in order to solve the conflicts
 between labor and capital. Right-wing anti-capitalism, in other words, was directed
 against a specific form of domination in production. This opposition, prevalent in
 the industrial novel, also served as the narrative basis for numerous films. In the
 futuristic films Gold (1934) andDer Tunnel (1933), critiques of capitalism are directed
 at international and foreign financial speculation, profiteering, and the usurpation
 of political power, while technology appears as a value-free force and nationally-
 minded industrialists become leading proponents of technological progress.
 Both Die Welt ohne Maske and Der Herr der Welt employ these narrative

 oppositions in their pursuit of the meaning of technology in a future Germany. In
 Die Welt ohne Maske, the poor scientist and inventor, Dr. Bern, competes with a
 large foreign electronics firm for the invention of television. While Bern is pictured
 as the ingenious but impractical and helpless scientist who pursues science for
 science's sake, he is juxtaposed against the multimillionaire Da Costa, whose
 company holds a monopoly in electronic products. Portrayed as a financial vampire,
 Da Costa employs violence and criminal means to acquire Bern's promising
 invention. Despite being identified as South American, the international finance
 tycoon, Da Costa, is cloaked in Semitic otherness. Close-ups reveal his full lips and
 distinctive profile and expose him as sexually corrupt by showing him preying on
 his secretaries. To provide comic relief, the camera focuses in to ridicule his decadent
 life, exquisite fashion style, and culinary and personal eccentricities.
 That Bern succeeds in the end is due to his unemployed but street-wise neighbor

 and friend, Harry, who quickly advances to become Bern's lab assistant, bodyguard,
 and manager. Most of the action in the film occurs whenever Harry has to use his
 physical strength to fight off attackers and hired criminals, yet more importantly for
 the film's narrative structure, he also promotes Bern's invention by attracting petit-

 bourgeois shareholders and investors. The narrative takes great pains to present
 the Bern-Harry team as just fighters against monopolistic institutions and international

 finance capital, but visually it fails to construct a fundamental difference between
 the financial manoeuvres of the small-scale capitalists and Da Costa's large financial
 schemes. The narrative shows the petit-bourgeois shareholders that Harry attracts
 as "decent" citizens, like a charming widow, an upstanding lawyer, or small-scale
 manufacturers, and not as profiteering speculators. When Bern's invention is not
 accepted for entry into the contest, he enlists support from these local shareholders.
 The camera watches these "decent" citizens, initially perched in an orderly manner
 on the balcony, turn into a furious mob, thereby visually erasing the difference
 between a public demonstration demanding justice and radicalized shareholders
 who fear the loss of their dividends. Although Harry and Bern themselves will profit
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 only moderately from the new "Volk-radio-television-receiver" because they are
 offering it at a much lower price than any of the large companies, their business
 practices and lifestyle become increasingly indistinguishable from those they
 oppose. Donning tuxedos, top hats, and white silk scarves, while their love interests
 wear furs and fashionable hats with veils, their visual decadence stands in contrast

 to a narrative that insists on the possibility of capitalist profit without profiteering.
 Die Welt ohne Maske broadly endorses the confidence in the ability of science and
 technology to solve the socio-economic problems in a capitalist nation, but
 unwittingly also acknowledges the limits of such engineered constructs.

 The critique of capitalism, expressed as a rejection of high finance capital, which

 is emphasized in Die Welt ohne Maske, takes a position on capitalism that also
 formed the core of the NSDAP party platform and electoral strategy: it was aimed
 at a working-class electorate, while the confirmation of private ownership was
 intended to appease both industry and small business owners and shop keepers.63
 The Nazi economic program was designed by the engineer, Gottfried Feder, whose
 notions of technology, at least in the early years, dominated Nazi politics and Hitler's

 own position on technology, progress, labor, and capital.64 Following earlier leading
 economic theorists like J. A. Hobson, Feder articulated the distinction between
 "creative" capital as a source of technological advance and utility versus "parasitic"
 capital beneficial only to international financiers. For the Nazis and other nationalists
 this distinction served to shift the conflict between capital and labor into a
 nationalistic idiom. It identified the Jews with the unproductive sphere of financial

 and commercial speculation, while it praised the realm of production and technology
 as an integral part of the nation.65 German anti-capitalism was anti-Semitic, but not
 anti-technological. Stressing the creative role of capital and the aesthetic of
 production, the Nazis eschewed the talk of class conflict arising from labor disputes
 and could blame finance capital for problems within the economic system.66

 Der Herr der Welt takes up these oppositions by focusing on the creativity of
 German capital and the beauty of work and productivity. Dr. Heller's company sells
 robots to large firms such as the mining operation Ehrenberg, which fires its human
 workers to increase profits and deploys robots for dangerous work in the mines
 instead. When engineer Bergmann, an admirer of the late Dr. Heller, becomes director
 of the Heller operations, he dictates unique conditions to the companies that wish
 to employ robots in the future: a portion of their profits has to be spent on settling
 the former miners in rural colonies as farmers. With this "creative" solution, which

 reduces the complex processes of capital transfer to an act of individual willpower,
 Bergmann not only allegedly eliminates reasons for workers to organize in protest,
 but he also changes the face of capitalism within a nationally oriented economy
 because a morally disposed industry donates profits generated through new
 technology to restore the beauty and dignity of labor.

 The narrative closure of the film highlights the harmony between technology
 and nature. After robots have been successfully installed in the dangerous mines,
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 a trip to the countryside shows former workers turned into happy farmers, who have

 now regained their individuality and dignity, as expressed in their masculine posture
 and assertive speech. While in the narrative high-tech and nature blend in harmony,
 the images depicting the new life of the former miners counteract and undermine the
 main narrative. The coordinated work movements of the farmers and images of their

 identical houses and yards forming a uniform pattern across the landscape echo the
 mechanized and remote-controlled movements of the work robots in the mines.

 Although the images valorize the rational vision of social engineering, they also
 visualize the threat of technology as a mechanization of the masses in the name of
 the nation.

 The narrative solution, the creative application of capital to the common good,
 is further undermined by the series of shots at the end of the film. We see a
 rectangular room in which identical-looking employees, evenly distributed along
 the walls, work in white lab coats in front of identical screens and control boards from

 which they manipulate the robots in the mines. The mass ornament-like shots
 celebrate how technology and science will elevate and beautify human labor in the
 near future. However, the human workers not only seem to have lost their individuality,

 but their activities are also affected, if not ruled, by the non-human, automated
 movements of the robots below them. The camera's efforts to visualize spectacular
 novel technology results in unsettling ruptures and subversions between the
 images and the narrative. As in many sci-fi films, these ruptures demonstrate,
 according to Landon, the extent to which "cinema as illusionary producing machine"
 can be so compelling that the technological accomplishment of the film sends quite
 a different message than its narrative.67 While the narrative's intent is to salvage the

 dignity and beauty of human labor, the images depict, ironically, the forced
 subjugation of workers by the capitalistic division of labor, an interrelation that both
 the film's narrative and National Socialist ideology worked so hard to explain away.

 Engineers and Leaders
 From the mid-1920s on, the notion of rationalization moved into new areas.
 "Americanism" was debated in the public sphere; theNeue Sachlichkeit movement
 represented the engineer as a figure whose technologically trained mind would be
 able to solve all social conflict.68 Yet engineer romanticism (Ingenieur-Romantik)
 and enthusiasm for technology (Technik-Begeisterung) became symptomatic
 expressions of a larger, more complex process, namely the seemingly uninhibited
 extension of capitalist rationalization that, as a mode of thinking, also entered
 politics. Technical rationality promised to solve formerly politically tendentious
 questions according to incontestably objective criteria. After the political extremism
 and explosive class struggles of the early Weimar years, technology and rationality
 seemed to guarantee a realm free of politics.69 The character of the engineer that
 populated the public imagination of the late twenties promised social engineering
 free of political agendas. He featured as the key figure of society, an "educator of
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 the nation" and a "leader of worker battalions." 70 National Socialism in the early
 thirties continued this technology cult by aestheticizing the work process and by
 putting the ennobled worker in control of the machine and dignified work.71 Both
 Gold and Der Tunnel feature engineers as leaders who prove themselves as co-
 workers in an aestheticized process of communal labor. The engineers in both films
 facilitate the fusion of technology and human labor to create community.

 InDer Herr der Welt we see the protagonist, engineer Baumann, as a paternalistic
 comrade-leader, who works as hard as his miners. In the very first sequence in the
 mine he is shown cleaning the eye of a miner, who expresses his gratitude
 humorously in a deliberately childlike manner. During an explosion, Baumann
 courageously risks his life in order to save miners trapped after the collapse of a
 mineshaft. When the unemployed miners later assemble in front of the closed gates
 of the mine, Baumann, on his way to see the director, storms past the mining
 inspector who objects with "How dare you?" to which Baumann answers
 emphatically, "I dare everything, if it concerns the well-being of my labor comrades."

 Like the engineer Holk in Hartl's Gold, Baumann gains his authority as the leader
 who speaks and acts for the miners from the collective work effort that binds him

 to his men. His leadership is legitimized not only by the evocation of communal work
 as an experience of true camaraderie, but also by the technical thinking and rationally

 applied reasoning that allow Baumann to solve social conflict. While the capitalist
 entrepreneurs interested only in profits refuse to think about the social implications

 of using the robots to replace human workers, Baumann's solution is a practical,
 essentially apolitical mathematical calculation of investments and reinvestments,
 product performance, and gains. Marx had identified this technology cult as a kind
 of fetishism designed to obscure capitalist power relations and to contribute to a
 reification of technology.72 In Der Herr der Welt and many popular cultural
 expressions of the time, however, the existing power relations of production appear
 as the technically necessary organization of a rationalized society. Baumann's
 technological mind and detachment from the Parteienwirtschaft of other interest
 groups in the film depoliticises the social conflict between labor and capital by
 channelling it into the leftist fascist model. The formula of masses plus charismatic

 Fiihrer contra capitalism was charged with creating social harmony and community.
 In Die Welt ohne Maske, it is again the engineer who demonstrates the mental

 agility to apply a technical invention to its social and political context. Former
 physics student Harry discovers, by accident, an x-ray-like function of the television
 that allows it to penetrate physical obstacles and gaze into people's private lives.
 Unlike the clumsy, unworldly inventor Bern, Harry quickly realizes that the new
 device provides more than the voyeuristic pleasures of gazing at the naked girls of
 a nearby revue theater's dressing room; the device lends itself to social control and
 policy enforcement. The small tower that serves as their lab becomes the watchtower
 of a panoptic surveillance system. The penetrating gaze of the uncanny machine
 uncovers an attempted tax fraud, prevents sexual harassment, works as an alarm
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 system against break-ins, and functions as a crime prevention device, saving
 Harry's life.

 It is through the film's camera work that the viewer becomes implicated in the
 power of the technology of looking. All journeys with the x-ray device begin by
 showing Harry and Bern in front of, or next to, the TV screen. This frame within a

 frame then widens to fill the whole screen, drawing the viewer into the suspense and
 action of the framed narrative. The protagonists, and the audience, dive into the thrill

 of testing the device's power of looking. Reveling in the anticipation and thrill of
 the crime, the viewer is invited to take pleasure in disciplining fellow citizens and
 restoring social order.

 However, the technological accomplishments in Die Welt ohne Maske-
 showcased in the enticing visual display of future technologies-also clash with
 the narrative. Every episode of viewing turns the x-ray machine into visually more
 powerful weaponry: it morphs from camera to range finder to global positioning
 device to weapon. These violating aspects are quickly dispersed by action: the
 device's incarnation as uncanny weaponry is upstaged by the hype around its
 utilization. The actual use of the device clashes with the narrative that promotes
 visions of omnipotent social engineering and entices the viewer to fantasize about
 the beauty of discipline and the fascination with total control. The visual dissonance
 between the futuristic technology, its aggressive applications and the thrill of
 individual mastery heighten both the multiple dangers and the dynamic opportunities
 that technology as a social tool offered to the newly established regime. In bothDer
 Herr der Welt andDie Welt ohne Maske, engineers and leaders promote communal
 renewal through new risky, yet enticing technologies.

 Conclusion

 Harry Piel's science fiction films of the early thirties resonated with ambiguous
 facets of technology that pervaded the public sphere, cultural debates, economic
 strategies, and political discourses during the 1920s and 1930s. Piel's low-brow
 action entertainment films visualized fantastically new opportunities for the
 deployment of technology, its smooth surfaces, and the pleasures of mastery over
 it. The audacious manoeuvres of the man with nerves of steel and the machine

 spectacles of the dynamite director showcased technology as part of an audacious
 project fraught with unknown risks, yet full of glorious possibilities to forge a new
 social and political order. The contradictions between narrative structures and
 imagery in Piel's films point to larger ambiguities that form part of the modern
 experience. As Peter Fritzsche has shown in Nation ofFliers, aviation symbolism
 during the Third Reich served to demonstrate the vitality of the Nazi movement, the
 daring project of rejuvenating the nation, a future-oriented prosperous Reich, and
 its global, imperialistic ambitions. At the same time, however, aviation symbols such
 as gas masks or incendiary bombs served to impress Germany's geopolitical
 vulnerability to aerial warfare on the population and instil the disciplinary virtues
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 necessary for national self-reliance in war. These contradictions, which also
 structure Piel's films, operate in the context of a Janus-faced modernity in which
 technology served as one of many tooling techniques to counter and remedy the
 instabilities and crises of the modem world and to which National Socialism applied
 a distinctive and ultimately terrifying version of "social renovation."73

 Piel's action entertainment appealed to the lower middle class, white-collar
 workers class, or petite bourgeoisie. As both agents and victims of a rapid socio-
 cultural modernization, they, according to Siegfried Kracauer, had no ideological
 consciousness as a social class.74 Their "intellectual homelessness," as Kracauer
 characterized their position outside the industrial class divisions of bourgeoisie and
 proletariat, allowed them to embrace, with few reservations, the cult of entertainment,

 visiting revues, sports events, and above all, movies. Films such as Piel's played
 a crucial role within that functional connection between work, leisure, economic

 rationalization, and the distraction provided by the emerging culture industry. While

 their themes are heavily couched in futuristic fantasies, they also relate to the
 perceived opportunities and feasible solutions to social conflicts within society at
 the time. The fascination with and mastery over modern machines as objects of
 identification and consumption, the promise of social mobility through new
 technology, the beauty of discipline and social harmony, the pleasure of powerful
 control, the displacement of class conflict onto a charismatic "Fiihrer," and the idea

 that entrepreneurial actions are to be understood as a service to the "Volk"-these
 are but a few of the incongruous fantasies that circulated at the time. The films
 resonated with the dreams and desires of the petit bourgeois, a variety of social
 groups without a clear class identity, many of whom sought refuge in the cinema
 because their real prospects were so limited. It is not surprising, therefore, that Piel's
 science fiction films, which carried off their audiences into futuristic time and space

 featuring men and machines, robots and rockets, return their viewers to homespun
 solutions made in the factory of utopias and illusions called National Socialism.
 Firmly located in the present, Piel's movies are riddled with the contradictions,
 distortions, and delusions that the National Socialists had just begun to mobilize.
 In 1933/34, the dawning era of National Socialism promised more awesome spectacles
 and more glorious conquests than any science fiction film could offer. National
 Socialism was poised to go boldly and recklessly to a horrifyingly different world
 where no one had gone before.

 I would like to thank the German Academic Exchange Service (DAAD) and the Social Sciences
 and Humanities Research Council of Canada (SSHRC) for their support of my research.
 Gisela von Wysocki, Die Fraste der Freiheit. Aufbruchsphantasien (Frankfurt am Main:

 Syndikat, 1980), 78. All translations from German sources are mine, unless otherwise noted.
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